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Minister for Education and Science

This Strategy Statement, coming as it does at the commencement of the

Government’s term of office, charts a clear and challenging course for me, as

Minister, and for my Department.

The range, scale and complexity of the issues covered in this document reflect

very clearly our education system in today’s Ireland.  Education can no longer be

viewed in its traditional narrow sense.  It is now a central instrument of social

and economic policy and we are challenged, therefore, to have clear, focused

objectives under these headings and to deliver on them.  It is nowhere more

important than education to measure progress and success through evaluation

of outcomes.

As a society, we cannot rest on the laurels of the past.  There is no room for

complacency.  True, our education system gives us much to be proud of but,

equally, much needs to be done.  Nowhere is this more evident than in the areas

of educational disadvantage and social inclusion.

The Agreed Programme for Government of June 2002 commits the

Government to building a caring and inclusive society and to achieving real and

sustained social progress.  The issue of social inclusion, therefore, is a key

priority for the Government and, since taking up office as Minister for Education

and Science, I have emphasised my commitment to improving participation and

achievement at every level of education.

Some of our objectives will take many years to deliver and that means we have

no time to lose. This Strategy Statement sets out what is to be done.  Our job

is to do it.

Noel Dempsey, T.D.,

Minister for Education and Science.

FOREWORD
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Secretary General of the Department

I am pleased to present this Strategy Statement which has been prepared in

consultation with the Minister and reflects the requirements of the Public

Service Management Act, 1997.  

In the context of our vision of the challenges facing us, it sets out the key

objectives and related strategies of the Department over the period 2003 to

2005.  It is drawn up within the framework of available resources and in the

context of Government policy as expressed through the Agreed Programme for

Government, the National Development Plan and the new national partnership

agreement, Sustaining Progress.

Staff throughout the Department were involved in the process of developing

the Strategy Statement. Through this process, we have established much clearer

linkages between the Department’s mission statement, its high level goals and

the objectives, strategies, outputs and performance indicators adopted to

achieve and measure our success in relation to those goals.  This will also allow

for greater integration with the processes of business planning and

performance management.

The Department will provide an annual report to the Minister detailing progress

on the implementation of the Strategy Statement in accordance with the terms

of the Public Service Management Act, 1997.

With the expertise and dedication of our staff and the continuing cooperation

of the education partners, I believe we will be in a position to face the

challenges ahead and achieve the ambitious series of goals and objectives set

out in this Statement.

John Dennehy,

Secretary General.

INTRODUCTION



The mission of the Department of

Education and Science is to provide

for high-quality education, which

will:

•enable individuals to achieve their 

full potential and to participate 

fully as members of society, and 

•contribute to Ireland’s social, 

cultural and economic development.
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Our Mission

Mission Statement

The mission of the Department of Education and Science is to provide

for high-quality education, which will:

• enable individuals to achieve their full potential and to participate 

fully as members of society, and 

• contribute to Ireland’s social, cultural and economic development.

"

High Level Goals

In pursuit of this mission, the Department has the following

high level goals:

We will deliver an education that is relevant to individuals’ personal, social, cultural

and economic needs.

We will support, through education, a socially inclusive society with equal

opportunity for all.

We will contribute to Ireland’s economic prosperity, development and international

competitiveness.

We will seek to improve the standard and quality of education and promote best

practice in classrooms, schools, colleges and other centres for education.

We will support the delivery of education by quality planning, policy formulation

and customer service.

1

2

3

4
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OUR MANDATE
In support of these high-level goals, our mandate covers the key areas of policy analysis, planning and evaluation,

quality assurance, resourcing, regulation and evaluation, as well as providing a wide range of support services for

the education sector. 

Policy planning and review
The provision of quality policy advice, as a support to the Minister and the Government and as an aid to decision-

making and accountability to the Houses of the Oireachtas, is a crucial element of the service provided by the

Department of Education and Science.  Development and review of policy take place in consultation with the key

stakeholders in education.  Research and sharing of best practice are particularly important in the policy

development process.  A number of crosscutting and cross-departmental areas of policy responsibility, such as

social inclusion and early childhood education, are advanced through our participation in working groups and task

forces.

Quality assurance
Ensuring quality in education is one of our core responsibilities. The Department itself plays a key role in relation to

quality at first and second levels while, in further and higher education, the Department, together with the Higher

Education Authority, the National Qualifications Authority of Ireland, the Further Education and Training Awards

Council and the Higher Education and Training Awards Council, has a role. Quality learning outcomes are vital for

the achievement of active citizenship, employment and social inclusion.  Evaluation of education programmes,

assessment and certification, staff development and ongoing curriculum review all support this function.

Human and financial resource allocation
The Department is charged with a wide range of functions relating to the funding of the education sector.  These

include the payment of teaching staff, the payment of capitation grants to schools at first and second levels and

the administration of a series of other recurring grants and once-off payments.   We provide funding for a wide

range of other bodies and services including Vocational Education Committees and youth and community-based

services.  Funding for the higher education sector is provided either directly by the Department or through the

Higher Education Authority, which we fund for this purpose.

The allocation of teachers at first, second and further education levels involves a range of considerations, from the

numbers of pupils enrolled to the special requirements in particular schools.  Specific teaching resources and other

supports are allocated for individuals or groups of special needs pupils.  The Department also performs a wide

range of personnel and staff relations functions at all levels of education.

The National Development Plan for 2000-2006, launched in November 1999, included provision of over  €6.7

billion (in 1999 prices) for measures in the education sector.  The European Community Support Framework for

Ireland has allocated over €457 million from its Structural Funds for measures in the education sector, over the

period 2000-2006. 

Planning and provision of education infrastructure
We are responsible for providing the necessary education infrastructure to support the delivery of quality education

at all levels. The Department must identify, quantify and prioritise the need for educational provision in order to
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deliver cost-effective, high quality accommodation to meet that need. Delivery depends on sustained and adequate

capital allocations provided, ideally, within a multi-annual framework.

Enhancing Education through Co-operation
In the context of the Good Friday Agreement, the Department has an important role to play in promoting

North/South and East-West consultation, co-operation and common action in education, in particular through the

North/South Ministerial Council. 

The Department plays an active role in a variety of European Union (EU) activities in the fields of education and

training, both at the level of policy development and programme management.  The Department is also actively

involved with a wide range of international agencies, including OECD, UNESCO and the Council of Europe, and

with a large number of individual countries. 

Other functions and services provided by the Department include:
• Providing a wide range of programmes and services for students at every level, particularly those with special 

educational needs and those experiencing educational disadvantage.

• Funding school transport services.

• Funding student support grants. 

• Funding adult literacy and community education, vocational education and training programmes for early 

school leavers, the unemployed, Travellers and participants on Post Leaving Certificate courses.

• Providing education and care for young offenders in residential accommodation.

• Paying teachers’ salaries and pensions.

• Formulating staffing allocations for individual schools and VECs.

• Providing staffing and financial resources for third-level institutions.

• Providing support for Vocational Education Committees.

• Ensuring the provision of a supply of trained teachers.

• Providing for the in-career professional development of teachers.

• Funding and development of a network of Education Support Centres.

• Supporting the activities of a range of organisations involved in education, training and out-of-school activities

for young people.
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• Providing a broad range of services to the Minister, Ministers of State and Members of the Oireachtas together

with replies to parliamentary questions and replies to correspondence, including representations, speeches and

briefing material.

• Participating in and contributing to the work of a wide range of working groups and committees at national 

and international levels.

• Providing information and advice to schools, parents, teachers, students and others.

Bodies under the Aegis of the Department
In carrying out our functions and delivering services in the area of education, we are assisted by a number of

agencies that operate under the aegis of the Department.  These vary in their roles, structures and means of

operation and have specific responsibilities in areas of special importance.  These agencies are detailed at Appendix B.

PURPOSE OF THE STRATEGY STATEMENT 
The Strategy Statement sets out the key objectives and related strategies of the Department over the period 2003-

2005.  It is drawn up within the framework of available resources and in the context of Government policy and

the Department’s mission statement and high-level goals.  

Chapter 1 of the statement outlines the changing environment in which education is delivered in Ireland today,

describing some of the principal challenges and trends in meeting the requirements of a knowledge- and

innovation-based and lifelong learning society.  Chapters 2-6 deal with each of the Department’s high-level goals.

We set out our objectives in relation to each goal, the strategies we will pursue to achieve them and the means by

which progress will be measured.

Chapter 7 focuses on our commitment to improving service to our clients and Chapter 8 describes how we will

contribute to the achievement of broad Government strategies by working together with other Government

Departments and agencies.  Chapter 9 sets out the steps we are taking to strengthen the Department’s capacity

to deliver on its mission.

A CONSULTATIVE PROCESS
The process of developing the Strategy Statement was designed to ensure the maximum level of participation

throughout the Department.  Through the process, we endeavoured to establish much clearer linkages between

the Department’s mission statement, its high level goals and the objectives, strategies, outputs and performance

indicators adopted to achieve and measure our success in relation to those goals.  This clarity of purpose will also

allow for greater integration with the processes of business planning and performance management.

The process of developing the Strategy Statement took place at all levels of the organisation.  Initially, the Secretary

General and the Management Advisory Committee, in consultation with the Minister and Ministers of State,

concluded a review of the Department’s mission statement and high-level goals.  The next step was to identify the
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key objectives to be set in relation to each high-level goal, the strategies to be employed in each area to achieve

those objectives, the specific outputs expected from each strategy over the period of the statement and the

performance indicators to be used to measure progress.  The development of these objectives, strategies, outputs

and performance indicators took place at section or business unit level and involved the broadest possible

consultation with staff.

In addition, there was consultation with a range of other Government Departments with a view to coordinating

strategies on issues of common interest and, in particular, in relation to Government policy initiatives being

implemented on a cross-Departmental basis.  The approach to the Strategy Statement was also discussed at a

bilateral meeting between the Minister and the Taoiseach.

Following this broad consultation process, drafts of the Strategy Statement were considered by the Management

Advisory Committee and the Minister. Formal consultation also took place within the Partnership Committee and

at a specially convened meeting of the Department’s Senior Management Forum before the Strategy Statement

was finalised by the Secretary General and presented to the Minister.

MONITORING OUR PROGRESS
We will monitor the objectives and strategies detailed in this Strategy Statement against the delivery of related

outputs on the basis of the performance indicators outlined.  This monitoring will take place at a number of levels

within the Department.

Each of the Department’s business units will draw up a detailed annual Business Plan designed to deliver on the

objectives and strategies outlined in the Strategy Statement.  The Performance Management and Development

System (PMDS) will, in turn, facilitate the attainment of personal and business unit goals by individual members of

staff.  In this way, every part of the organisation will be working towards the achievement of the Department’s

mission.

Personal targets will be regularly reviewed, as will the Business Plans relating to individual areas of activity.  These

reviews will serve to demonstrate the level of progress being made at business unit level in relation to the objectives

and strategies outlined in the Strategy Statement.  In addition, the Department’s Partnership Committee will have

a role in monitoring progress.

At senior management level, the Management Advisory Committee will regularly report on progress and contribute

to the Minister’s twice-yearly review of implementation of the Strategy Statement in advance of bilateral meetings

with the Taoiseach.

The Department will provide an annual progress report to the Minister detailing progress on the implementation

of the Strategy Statement in accordance with the terms of the Public Service Management Act, 1997.  In addition

to indicating areas of progress, the report will set out reasons for non-delivery of outputs or particular difficulties

encountered.  It will also highlight changing circumstances and emerging issues and, if necessary, adapt or revise

the Strategy Statement in the light of such developments.
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ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT
It is recognised and accepted that education is a critical driver of economic success and social progress in modern

society.  There is a growing recognition, particularly in the European Union, that the provision of quality education

and training is central to the creation of a high-skills, knowledge- and innovation-based economy that will underpin

ongoing and sustainable prosperity.  Education and training are also crucial to achieving the objective of an

inclusive society where all citizens have the opportunity and the incentive to participate fully in the social and

economic life of the country.

Central to our future economic and social success is the development of quality and inclusiveness in education.

This must be seen as part of a strategy to support lifelong learning with the aim of improving knowledge and skills

and promoting personal fulfilment.  The attainment of these objectives and goals will require that we ensure

access, progression and completion and the achievement of high standards for all learners, irrespective of their

background.

SUPPORTING GOVERNMENT POLICY 
Education is a key priority for the Government.  This Strategy Statement has been drawn up taking into account

the education objectives of Government policy as outlined in the Agreed Programme for Government concluded

in June 2002.  

In addition, the goals and objectives outlined in this document are designed to contribute to a range of policies

developed by the Government to address issues of national strategic importance.  These include the National

Development Plan 2000-2006, “Sustaining Progress”- the social partnership agreement 2003-2005, the National

Anti-Poverty Strategy, the National Children’s Strategy, the National Health Strategy, the Information Society

Strategy and the National Spatial Strategy.  A further policy context is provided by the “concrete future objectives

of education and training systems” which is a statement by all EU Education Ministers of their priorities for

education and training systems to 2010 and complements the Lisbon agenda aimed at “making the European

Union the most dynamic and competitive knowledge-based economy in the world by 2010”.  

The implementation of these strategies requires the input and support of a range of Government Departments and

agencies.  A number of interdepartmental structures have been put in place to ensure a coordinated approach to

the delivery of these strategies.  The Department of Education and Science contributes to the implementation of

Government policy through its involvement in these structures and the delivery of key services.  The Department’s

contribution in this regard is detailed throughout the Strategy Statement and, in particular, in Chapter 8.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE IN EDUCATION 
Looking ahead, a number of major challenges and trends in Ireland and elsewhere will necessitate ongoing

adaptation and renewal of provision for education and education structures.  These challenges and trends will

include:

1 A Changing Environment for Education
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The personal and social roles of learning

• The role of education and learning in promoting values of tolerance, civic participation and social cohesion, as

well as personal, spiritual and economic goals. 

• Growing awareness of the importance of families and communities in providing encouragement and the right

settings for effective learning.

• Growing awareness of equality and inclusion issues and, in particular, educational disadvantage.

• Meeting the diverse educational needs of an increasingly multicultural society. 

• Increased emphasis on individual learning needs, as well as values of self-expression and individual rights and 

responsibilities. 

Supporting a knowledge-and innovation-based society

• Increased emphasis on a much wider range of competencies and personal qualities, particularly flexibility, 

teamwork and communication, in a rapidly changing economic and social environment.

• Appropriate updating of the school curriculum.

• Providing the motivation to learn and “learning to learn” at all stages of education and beyond school. 

• The urgent need for investment in science and research to support a knowledge–and innovation–based society,

essential to our economic competitiveness and continuing prosperity.

Changing social, economic and labour market circumstances

• Meeting the needs of a modern economy and society through more responsive, flexible and innovative public

services. 

• Demand for a wide range of skills at all levels, especially skills in new growth areas such as information and 

communications technologies and in the services sector.

• More women in the labour force, requiring different training responses, greater job flexibility, childcare and 

educational opportunities.

Impact of demographic change and lifelong learning

• An ageing population with less young people entering the labour market.

• Pressure for provision of schools in rapidly growing areas and greater concern about regional balance, 

particularly in the context of the Government’s recently-published National Spatial Strategy.
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• Greater choice and flexibility in learning opportunities and pathways.

• New opportunities for learning at all levels through developments in information and communications 

technologies.

The changing teaching environment

• The changing face of delivery of education, including changes in the practice and profession of teaching to 

reflect today’s information age.

• The role of the teacher is less focused on the provision of knowledge and more concerned with the teaching 

of learning skills.

• The changing environment requires ongoing training, support and development.

Changing legal circumstances and demands

• The evolving legislative framework for the delivery of education in Ireland (see Appendix C)

• Increased awareness of the legal rights and responsibilities of all those involved in education. 

• The need to work towards common policies in matters identified for co-operation under the North/South 

Ministerial Council as well as increased co-operation at a European level.

The nature of Government responses to crosscutting issues

• Greater recognition that many issues of national importance require a coordinated response from Government

Departments or agencies.

Structural reform of the Department

• Increased capacity within the Department to focus on core policy issues following implementation of the agreed

programme of structural reform.

A broader context for co-operation

• Greater awareness of cultural diversity and the roles of Irish and other cultures and languages in promoting 

identity in a European and international context.

• Greater personal mobility and transfer of ideas, knowledge and education services across State boundaries.

• A substantial immigrant population and returning emigrants, providing opportunities for greater diversity and 

enrichment of education and a requirement to make provision for the specific needs of these groups.

• Enhanced co-operation at EU level, particularly in the context of the “concrete future objectives of education 

and training systems”.
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• Enhanced North/South and British-Irish dialogue and co-operation on education in the context of the Good 

Friday Agreement.

CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS
The achievement of the goals and the successful implementation of the strategies outlined in this Statement are

dependent on a number of critical success factors.  In particular, the availability of resources, the capacity of our

organisation to deliver and a climate of co-operation among those involved in education are essential elements in

delivering a quality education for all.

Resources

Success in delivering on the Department’s mission requires a level of financial and human resources sufficient to

meet the scale and complexity of a changing education system.  In particular, the commitment of teachers and

other staff to the provision of a first-rate education system has been a key factor in the success of the system to

date and will continue to be essential in the future.

The availability of an adequate level of financial resources is clearly a key success factor in delivering all existing and

future services required to fulfil the mission of the Department.  The development of new research and evaluation

processes and financial control and management systems will enable us to better manage and control existing

resources and to prioritise funding to meet the areas of greatest need.  The June 2002 Agreed Programme for

Government outlines a number of areas in the education sector targeted for development.  Priorities for investment

in the medium term are highlighted in the National Development Plan, which identifies education as a priority.

Sustaining Progress - the social partnership agreement 2003-2005, highlights the importance of education in

addressing a number of social and economic issues.

Organisation Capacity

This Strategy Statement is being developed against a background of fundamental change in the Department,

detailed in Chapter 9.  This comprehensive organisational change will better equip us to achieve the goals and

objectives set out in the Statement.  The changes are in line with the recommendations in the review of the

Department’s organisation, systems and staffing which was conducted in consultation with staff in the

Department.  

Partnership

The partners in education (parents, teachers, patrons/trustees/governors, management bodies, the community and

the State), because of their constitutional, legal and moral rights and responsibilities, have been properly involved

in both policy development and in the provision of education services.  Their continued involvement at all levels -

in the Department and right across the sector - is vital to fulfilling the needs of learners and to the progress of

education in Ireland.  In particular, the participation of the education partners and of other groups and individuals,

such as the social partners, in the development of the partnership approach with the Department and associated

bodies is critical to the achievement of the our key goals and objectives.
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The Department promotes partnership in policy development at both national and local levels.  This concept was

given a statutory basis in the Education Act, 1998.   It is through genuine partnership that education policy

development and implementation are strengthened and the commitment of stakeholders in the education sector

is secured.

More generally, in addition to the mutually beneficial North/South and East-West relationships underpinned by the

Good Friday Agreement, the growing importance of education and training on the European Union agenda and

increased co-operation with education authorities and institutions outside the State have enhanced the capacity of

Irish education in terms of funding, knowledge and innovation and contribute to the objective of Ireland being

recognised as a centre of educational excellence.
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Objective 1.1:

We will support the development and provision of quality early childhood education in

line with the strategy set out in the White Paper on Early Childhood Education, “Ready

to Learn”.

The White Paper on Early Childhood Education, “Ready to Learn” sets out a comprehensive strategy for the

development of early childhood education for all children aged up to six years, with a particular focus on

disadvantaged children and children with special needs.  A new Centre for Early Childhood Development and

Education has been established to develop and support this strategy.  This objective supports Government policy

measures outlined in the Agreed Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress, the National Anti-

Poverty Strategy, the National Children’s Strategy and the National Development Plan.

2 Meeting the needs of the Individual

Coordinated policy and programme
development in consultation with the
Centre for Early Childhood
Development and Education and the
various stakeholders in the sector

• Establishment of a national quality
framework for early childhood
education, including a regulatory
regime for quality assurance 

• Supports for pre-school provision for
disadvantaged children and children
with special needs 

• Delivery of project objectives within
agreed time schedule

• Number of children in quality pre-
school care and education

• Number of disadvantaged /special
needs children benefiting from State-
funded pre-schooling

• Number of pre-schools receiving the
Quality in Education (QE) mark

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 1.2:

We will enable schools at primary and second level to deliver a high quality education

by providing a comprehensive range of provision, including financial, staffing and

curricular supports.

The Department provides support and assistance to primary and second-level schools and VECs.  In addition to

addressing demand for teaching and financial resources and curricular and other supports, we promote

improvements in organisational structures and efficient and effective delivery of educational services. We also

provide an ongoing programme of in-service training and professional development for teachers and other

stakeholders in education.  This objective reflects our commitment to the EU “concrete future objectives of

education and training systems” process.  This objective supports Government policy measures outlined in the

Agreed Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress, the National Anti-Poverty Strategy, the National

Children’s Strategy, the National Development Plan and Making Ireland’s Development Sustainable.
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Allocate teachers to schools and VECs
in a manner which is equitable,
transparent and efficient

Fund schools and VECs in a manner
which is efficient, fair and transparent

Provide, in conjunction with the
National Council for Curriculum and
Assessment (NCCA), curricula and
syllabi which are relevant to the
educational needs of students at
primary and second level

Plan and manage the provision of a
range of in-career 
development programmes and the
coordination of delivery of existing
programmes, as appropriate

• Teaching resources in place

• Clear and transparent regulations in
place to underpin the allocations
process

• Appeals systems in place

• Financial resources in place at first
and second levels

• Progressive implementation of
equalisation of funding
arrangements at second level 

• Revised primary curriculum and
second level syllabi being taught

• A range of relevant and focused in-
career development programmes to
support professional development,
curricular change and new initiatives

• Allocations to schools by due dates

• Statutory regulations enacted in
2003

• Appeals processes to operate in 2003

• Timely and efficient payment of
financial support by due dates

• Progress in removing differences in
funding arrangements for the
different sectors at second level

• Phased implementation of the
revised primary curriculum

• Phased implementation of revised
syllabi at second level

•
Number of training hours/days

delivered

• Number of teachers receiving
training

• Successful implementation of
curricular change and new initiatives

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Initiate and progress a programme of
structural reform of in-service training
delivery systems having regard to the
outcomes of the Education Centres
review

Provide a salary payroll service for
schools staff and a pension payroll
service for retired teachers

Provide appropriate legislative,
financial and accountability
frameworks for the primary and post-
primary sectors

Provide, in conjunction with Bus
Éireann, a school transport service

Provide an appeals system for
students/parents in relation to issues
of enrolment, suspension and
expulsion

• Enhanced local delivery of services
through the Education Centre
network 

• Enhanced overall quality of provision

• Reduction in disruption of the school
year

• Salaries and pensions payments

• Legislation

• Financial frameworks

• Accountability regimes

• Children safely transported to and
from school

• Resolution of complaints and
administration of appeals

• Level of increased effectiveness of
delivery through Education Centres

•  Feedback on quality and cohesion of
delivery

• Results of evaluations

• Level of reduction in school year
disruption

• Timely and accurate issue of
payments

• Commencement of all sections of
the VEC (Amendment) Act, 2001 by
mid-2004

• Standardised financial frameworks in
place with involvement of
managerial authorities by 2005

• Appropriate audit structures in place
on a phased basis with involvement
of managerial authorities by early
2004

• Safe and efficient school transport
system operated in conjunction with
Bus Éireann within available
resources

• Extent to which provision matches
entitlement

• All grants issued on schedule

• Appeals system in place in 2003

• Completion of appeals process
provided for under Section 29 of the
Education Act and necessary follow-
up

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 1.3: 

We will manage, monitor and resource a range of initiatives aimed at supporting

children with special needs and develop a comprehensive, efficient and effective service

which reflects best international practice.

The Department will enhance the service to students with special learning needs. We will continue to improve

equality of access and participation at all levels through targeted funding and other supports and encourage the

optimum degree of integration of pupils with special needs in regular classes and schools, having regard to the

needs and capacities of the pupils concerned. This objective supports Government policy measures outlined in

the Agreed Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress, the National Anti-Poverty Strategy, the

National Children’s Strategy, the National Health Strategy and Making Ireland’s Development Sustainable.
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Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Manage and develop a
comprehensive range of special
support services across the spectrum
of special needs in line with best
international practice 

Establish the National Council for
Special Education with a view to
developing a more efficient and
effective system for policy
development and service delivery

Contribute to the development of an
effective continuum of special needs
provision from pre-school to
adulthood for those with special
needs

Complete the rollout of the National
Educational Psychological Service (NEPS)

• Delivery and development of special
support services for children with
disabilities in special schools, special
classes and in integrated settings 

• Deployment of learning support
teachers, resource teachers, Special
Needs Assistants, Visiting Teachers
and the Home Tuition Service 

• Provision of special materials and
equipment 

• Increased capacity within the
Department to focus on core policy
issues relating to special needs

• An area-based special education
service which will be accessible and
responsive to parents and other
service users at local level

• Clarity in relation to roles and
responsibilities in providing for
children of pre-school age and
persons over 18 with disabilities

• Development of models of educational
response for children with special
needs of pre-school age and for those
with special needs over 18 years

• Enactment of the Education for
Persons with Disabilities Bill to provide
for the rights and entitlements of
children and adults with disabilities 

• Educational psychological service
available to schools

• Timely response to applications for
special support services on behalf of
children with special needs

• Number of learning support teachers,
resource teachers and special needs
assistants appropriately deployed in
the primary system

• Number of home tuition hours deployed 

• Number of special schools, special classes

• Establishment of National Council for
Special Education by mid-2003

• Level of increased capacity within the
Department to focus on core policy
issues relating to special needs

• Agreement with the Department of
Health and Children on respective
roles and responsibilities in relation to
provision for children of pre-school
age and persons over 18 years with
disabilities

• Level of reduction in appeals and
litigation on behalf of children with
special needs 

• Completion of the revision and
enactment of the Education for
Persons with Disabilities Bill

• Number of pupils receiving service
from NEPS
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Objective 1.4: 

We will provide for the effective operation of the State Certificate Examinations.

The Department is committed to enhancing and improving capacity to deliver the certificate examinations and to

providing a strong strategic policy focus on the development and administration of this service. This objective

supports the Government decision on the recommendations of the Cromien review of the Department’s

operations, systems and staffing needs.

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Facilitate improvements in
examination services to meet the
policy requirements of the
Department

Review the programmes and
assessment procedures in the
certificate examinations to ensure a
relevant, balanced and equitable
approach to assessment which
adequately reflects the full range of
student learning

• A fair and transparent State
Certificate Examinations system

• Establishment of a State Examinations
Commission with a view to
developing a more efficient and
effective system for policy
development and service delivery

• Identification and implementation of
appropriate curricular and assessment
reforms

• Review of assessment instruments and
certification processes

• Establishment and effective operation
of the State Examinations
Commission with effect from Spring
2003

• Level of increased capacity within the
Department to focus on core policy
issues relating to examinations

• Dialogue with partners in education in
the light of the National Council for
Curriculum and Assessment’s
discussion papers and consultation
processes

• Review to be completed by end 2004
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We will support, through education,

a  soc ially  inclus ive  soc iety  w ith

equal opportunity for all.

Support ing  an  Inclus ive  Soc iety
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Objective 2.1: 

We will contribute, through education, to the implementation and development of the

Government’s social inclusion policy and continue to provide and review targeted

support programmes for children experiencing or at risk of educational disadvantage

and early school leaving.

The Department will achieve this objective through the promotion and elaboration of strategies (including cross-

sectoral responses) to combat educational disadvantage at all levels of the education system, in the formal and

non-formal sectors. The Department is directly responsible for the management, resourcing and delivery of a

range of programmes in relation to educational disadvantage at primary level and early school leaving at both

primary and second levels. We are also responsible for residential and education provision in the five residential

centres for children under 16 who are convicted or placed on remand by a court and for educational services for

children at risk. The Education (Welfare) Act, 2000, provides a comprehensive new framework for promoting

regular school attendance and dealing with the problems of absenteeism and early school leaving. The objective

reflects our commitment to the EU “concrete future objectives of education and training systems” process

and some activities receive support under the Community Support Framework. This objective also supports

Government policy measures outlined in the Agreed Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress, the

National Anti-Poverty Strategy, the National Children’s Strategy, the National Drugs Strategy, the

National Development Plan and Making Ireland’s Development Sustainable.

3 Supporting an Inclusive Society

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Promote achievement of the
Education targets in the revised
National Anti-Poverty Strategy (NAPS)
by progressing the strategies
identified in the NAPS framework
document

Achieve the education targets in the
National Drugs Strategy and
contribute to the work of the
National Drugs Strategy Team, the
Interdepartmental Drugs Group and
the Local Drugs Task Forces

• Mechanisms for progressing and
monitoring implementation of
strategies identified under the
revised NAPS

• Regular reports to the National
Office for Social Inclusion

• Implementation of the nine
education actions in the National
Drugs Strategy

• Regular reports to the
Interdepartmental Drugs Group

• % School Leavers with Leaving
Certificate or equivalent 

• Literacy levels in disadvantaged
schools to be measured as agreed in
the NAPS

• Literacy levels as measured by
National Reading Surveys

• Attainment and participation levels
associated with a wide range of
supplementary targets in the NAPS

• Number of schools implementing
drug education programmes

• Number of schools developing
substance misuse plans

• Level of participation in National
Drugs Strategy forums 
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Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Promote and coordinate social
inclusion in the Department‘s policies
and programmes in consultation with
the National Educational
Psychological Service (NEPS) and other
relevant bodies

Contribute effectively to cross-
departmental social inclusion
initiatives, including Cabinet 
Committee on Social Inclusion, Senior
Officials Group, NAPS, National Drugs
Strategy, RAPID, Local Drugs Task
Forces and Sustaining Progress

Contribute to the work of the
Educational Disadvantage Committee
and the Educational Disadvantage
Forum

Provide additional funding and
teaching resources through schemes
of support to primary and second
level schools serving disadvantaged
pupils

Plan and provide for an adequate
number of places for offending
children, having regard to the
provisions of the Children Act, 2001

• Provision of advice on social
inclusion issues to Minister and
senior management 

• Level of awareness across the
Department of social inclusion as a
priority area

• Progress on educational elements of
cross-sectoral policies

• Establishment of links with other
Departments/agencies

• Coordinated policy approaches to
address problems and identify
priorities and areas for cooperation

• Provision of data, administrative and
secretarial support to the Committee
on an ongoing basis

• Extra resources for schools serving
disadvantaged pupils 

• Additional, targeted support for
disadvantaged pupils

• Prioritised access to NEPS services 

• Projects selected and resourced to
promote the retention of
disadvantaged children in school

• Implementation of capital
development programme in Schools
for Young Offenders

• Degree to which social inclusion
dimension is included in education
policies and programmes

• Level of consultation with NEPS and
other bodies on this issue

• Level of contribution to Cabinet
Committee on Social Inclusion
covering education elements of
NAPS, National Drugs Strategy,
RAPID and other initiatives 

• Level of coordination with other
bodies achieved by the Department

• Level of requested data supplied to
the Committee 

• Number of Committee meetings
serviced

• Number of forums organised

• Level of satisfaction of the
Committee with service provided

• Level of progress of disadvantaged
pupils

• Number of additional teachers
provided

• Retention levels in supported schools

• Literacy levels in supported schools

• Provision of an additional 6-bed
secure unit in Trinity House School by
late 2003

• Commencement of relevant
provisions of the Children Act 2001
in early 2004, in consultation with
the National Children’s Office
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Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Plan and provide for the delivery of
education services for children placed
in High Support or Special Care Units
under the Health Boards, having
regard to provisions of the Children
Act, 2001

Provide for the National Educational
Welfare Board to establish structures
to deliver the range of services set
out in the Education (Welfare) Act,
2000

• Delivery of education service to
children placed in High Support and
Special Care Units

• Establishment of an Educational
Welfare Service in accordance with
the provisions of the Act

• Registration, assessment and
monitoring in relation to provision
for children being educated outside
school and for young people who
leave school early to take up
employment

• Provision of a service in respect of
expulsion and suspension cases

• Implementation plan developed for
relevant sections of Children Act,
2001

• Commencement of relevant
provisions of the Children Act 2001
in early 2004, in consultation with
the National Children’s Office

• Level of improvement in school
attendance

• Quality of education provided where
children are being educated outside
of recognised schools

• Participation rate in appropriate
education and training programmes
of young people who have left
school early to take up employment

• Expulsion and suspension cases
resolved so as to ensure continued
suitable education/training
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Objective 2.2: 

We will promote the development of a high quality inclusive further education and

vocational training system for young people and adults, which is relevant to social and

economic needs.

Further education embraces adult literacy, programmes for early school leavers and the unemployed, Post-Leaving

Certificate courses, the Back to Education Initiative and adult and community education outside of third level education.

It has a major role to play in providing second chance education, addressing skills needs, promoting equality and social

inclusion and creating a framework for lifelong learning. It is an important progression route for young people not

proceeding to third level education and a major re-entry route for adults seeking a return to learning. This objective

reflects our commitment to the EU “concrete future objectives of education and training systems” process and

some activities receive support under the Community Support Framework. The Agreed Programme for

Government, the White Paper on Adult Education: Learning for Life, the National Anti-Poverty Strategy,

Sustaining Progress, the National Development Plan, the Information Society Strategy, and the Report of the

Task Force on Lifelong Learning, all contain key commitments to the development and enhancement of the sector.
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Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Develop policy to support a
framework for lifelong learning and
implement commitments in the NDP,
Sustaining Progress, NAPS, the
Information Society Action Plan and
the Report of the Task Force on
Lifelong Learning, as resources permit 

Address skills needs, particularly for
those with less than upper secondary
education. 

Support community education models 

• National Adult Literacy Strategy, using
a range of modes, including
workplace and family learning, TV,
provision for special needs and for
those for whom English is not the
mother tongue.

• Flexible learning through the Part-
time Back to Education Initiative (BTEI) 

• Increased access to Basic ICT Skills for
Adults 

• An Adult Guidance Service

• Effective programmes for early school
leavers and unemployed

• Specific initiatives in Post Leaving
Certificate Teleservices and Electronics

• Successful implementation of
Education Equality Initiative (EEI)

• Funds to VECs for Community Education

• Network of Community Education
Facilitators and BTEI community strand

• Participation rates

• Quality of delivery 

• Reduction in percentage of adults with
restricted literacy to 10-20% by 2007

• Prior educational levels, target group
profiles and placement/progression
outcomes

• Number of students benefiting

• Quality monitoring

• Level of participation

• Placement/progression rates

• Outcomes from EEI by mid-2003

• Approaches and lessons for
mainstreaming from mid-2003

• Participation rates

• Partnerships with statutory sector
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Objective 2.3:

We will promote the personal and social development of young people through non-

formal education, having particular regard to the youth work needs of young people

aged 10-21 and those who experience social or economic disadvantage.

The Department is responsible for the provision of a policy framework and financial support for the development

of youth work services. These non-formal education services are concerned with the personal and social

development of young people outside of, but complementary to, formal education and prioritise the 10 to 21 age

group and disadvantaged youth. Services are delivered largely by national and regional voluntary youth

organisations and through structures being developed within the VECs. This objective reflects our commitment

to the EU “concrete future objectives of education and training systems” process. This objective supports

Government policy measures outlined in Sustaining Progress, the National Anti-Poverty Strategy, and the

National Children’s Strategy and funded through the National Lottery and the National Development Plan.

Provision of support for the Youth
Service Grants Scheme, Special
Projects for Disadvantaged Youth,
Youth Information Centres and other
supports to voluntary youth
organisations

Implementation of the Youth Work
Act, 2001

Implementation of the National Youth
Work Development Plan

• Availability of a range of quality youth
work programmes and services at
national and local levels

• Appointment of Youth Work Assessor

• Local structures for the co-ordination
of youth work through VECs

• Enhanced provision of youth work
programmes and services

• Number of youth organisations
providing services

• Number of clubs and special projects

• Number of young people engaged by
services

• Level of involvement with priority
target groups

• Completion of measures required for
the implementation of the provisions
of the Youth Work Act, 2001

• Level of increase in the provision and
effectiveness of youth work
services/activities

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 2.4: 

We will manage the Department’s response to initiatives for the redress of child abuse

in residential institutions.

The Department has a dual role, as sponsor and respondent, in relation to the work of the Commission to Inquire

into Child Abuse, established under the Commission to Inquire into Child Abuse Act, 2000. In addition, the

Department is responsible for establishing a compensation scheme for victims of childhood abuse for people who,

as children, were abused while in residential institutional care.
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Fulfil the dual role of the Department
in relation to the Commission to
Inquire into Child Abuse 

Establish and support the Residential
Institutions Redress Board

• Support and assistance to the
Commission to fulfil its mandate
under the Commission to Inquire into
Child Abuse Act, 2000

• Establishment of the Residential
Institutions Redress Board and Review
Committee as laid down in the
Residential Institutions Redress Act,
2002

• Continuation of work of Commission
to Inquire into Child Abuse as laid
down in the Act

• Establishment of Redress Board and
Review Committee by early 2003

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 2.5: 

We will promote greater equity of access to third-level education, particularly for

disadvantaged and mature students and students with disabilities, through improved

targeting of student support/access initiatives.

The Department, at the Minister’s request, is currently conducting a review of student support provisions aimed at

ensuring that the benefits of the substantial investment being made in this area are maximised in the context of

the Government's objectives for achieving greater access, progression and completion of third level education

among those who are less well off. The review covers a range of topics relating to the schemes of student support

including the level of maintenance grants, eligibility and income limits with respect to the grants, and the free fees

initiative. This objective reflects our commitment to the EU “concrete future objectives of education and

training systems” process and some activities receive support under the Community Support Framework. This

objective supports the implementation of the recommendations of the report of the Action Group on Access to

Third Level Education and a range of Government policy measures outlined in the Agreed Programme for

Government, Sustaining Progress, the National Anti-Poverty Strategy, the National Development Plan and

the National Children’s Strategy.

Address, through a National Office
for Equity of Access to Higher
Education, under-representation in
higher education among particular
groups such as students from
disadvantaged backgrounds, students
with a disability and mature “second
chance” students 

Review of Student Support Provision

• Establishment of the National Office
for Equity of Access to Higher
Education in the Higher Education
Authority

• Introduction of a coordinated
framework of actions to improve
equity of access to third-level
education

• Amendment of Student Support
schemes, taking into account the
outcomes of the review and available
resources

• Number of students benefiting from
the disability fund, the financial
hardship fund and the mature
“second-chance” fund

• Increased participation by students
with disabilities, disadvantaged
students and mature “second
chance” students

• Mature students as a percentage of all
entrants to undergraduate full-time
higher education

• Implementation of the
recommendations in the report of the
Action Group on Access, in the light
of available resources 

• Completion of Student Supports
Review by spring 2003

• Progress on the implementation of
decisions arising from the review

• Timely issue of amended grants schemes 

• Number of students benefiting under
the grants schemes

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 2.6:

We will promote gender equality in services, actions, programmes and measures for

children and adults at all levels of education.

The Department is committed to promoting and sustaining full compliance with both the spirit and the letter of

gender equality legislation throughout the education system. Some activities under this objective receive support

under the Community Support Framework. The objective supports Government policy measures outlined in the

Agreed Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress and the National Development Plan.
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Promote the development of gender
mainstreaming in education

• Provision of training, support and
information to schools and relevant
Department staff 

• Support for and publication of
research and disaggregated statistics
on gender issues in education

•  Number of teaching and Department
staff receiving training

•  Number of publications prepared
and published

• Achievement of NDP effectiveness
targets

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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H i g h  L e v e l  G o a l  3

We w ill  contr ibute  to Irel and’s

economic  prosper ity ,  development

and international competit iveness.

Contr ibut ing  to  Econom ic  Prosper i ty
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Objective 3.1: 

We will promote the contribution of the third-level sector to economic and social

development in the context of changing needs and arrange a supply of qualified and

ski l led personnel to support Ireland’s competit iveness and economic and social

development.

As Ireland develops as a knowledge-based economy, new sectors and new occupations are emerging which require

a flexible and adaptable workforce. A key challenge for education is to develop the necessary mix of creativity

and skills to enable us to respond to the needs of the labour market. The Department liaises closely with the

Higher Education Authority in relation to the university sector to support this objective and also supports the state-

aided third-level institutions outside of the university sector in providing a range of courses, including apprenticeship

training and teacher training, targeted to meet the changing skills needs of the economy. Research and

innovation are also critical elements in achieving and maintaining our economic competitiveness and securing

continued prosperity. The Department is committed to a large-scale programme of investment in research,

drawing on the National Development Plan. The aim is to develop a world-class research and development

capability in institutions of higher education to meet fast-changing economic, social and technological

circumstances. The objective reflects our commitment to the EU “concrete future objectives of education and

training systems” process and some activities receive support under the Community Support Framework. The

objective also supports Government policy measures outlined in the Agreed Programme for Government,

Sustaining Progress, and the National Development Plan.

4 Contributing to Economic Prosperity

Establish targets and develop
strategies for meeting specific
occupational and skills requirements,
drawing on the work of the Expert
Group on Future Skills Needs, the
Health Skills Group and other
identified and agreed sectoral skills
requirements

• Provision of places in line with targets
set

• Achievement of targets set in relation
to creation of third-level places to
meet identified skills needs including
those of the health sector, teaching
and apprenticeship

• Adequate skilled workforce to meet
demand

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Provide support for research and for
individual researchers and teams in a
wide range of disciplines, assist in the
development of strategic capacity in
institutions, facilitate the
development of technology transfer
services and programmes supporting
entrepreneurship/innovation

Bring the Irish Research Council for
Science, Engineering and Technology
and the Irish Research Council for the
Humanities and Social Sciences
together as parts of a new Council

Extend the remit of the Higher
Education Authority to include
responsibility for the Institutes of
Technology

Plan and implement a multi-annual
capital expenditure programme which
optimises the use of available funding
and addresses, on a priority basis,
research and development and the
national requirement for qualified
graduates in skills shortage areas 

• Outcome of formal evaluations 

• Achievement of NDP effectiveness
targets for number of researchers
engaged by strand and level of
research 

• Involvement by third level institutions
in a range of collaborative projects
with social, economic and business
interests

• Successful negotiation of
administrative framework by 2004

• Transfer of responsibility for the
Institutes of Technology to the Higher
Education Authority effected by end
2004

• Rate of progress on completion of the
multi-annual programme of capital
works

• Timely provision of infrastructure to
meet identified education and
economic needs

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

• Continuing implementation of the
Programme for Research in Third Level
Institutions (PRTLI) and funding
support to Research Councils and
other research bodies under the aegis
of the Department

• Ongoing support for research through
HEA and direct Departmental funding
and through funding the activities of
Research Councils

• Research and development supports
for social, economic and business
interests.

• Agreed legislative and administrative
framework

• Coordinated and devolved structures
for third level sector in place

• Department’s policy-making capacity
enhanced

• Provision of quality infrastructure in
third-level institutions that supports, in
particular, research and development
activities and skills development
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Objective 3.2: 

We will ensure that pupils in every school have the opportunity to achieve computer

literacy and acquire the necessary skills for participation in the Information Society. 

The Department contributes to the use of “Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs)” in assisting

learning and the effective exchange of information, learning resources and ideas relevant to education. We will

continue to devise policy on the integration of ICTs into learning, teaching and assessment procedures, including

the development of software and multimedia resources in support of learning. We also aim to enhance the

educational opportunities available to pupils with special needs and provide a comprehensive programme of

teacher training in the use of ICTs in the classroom. This objective reflects our commitment to the EU “concrete

future objectives of education and training systems” process. This objective supports Government policy

measures outlined in the Agreed Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress, the National Anti-Poverty

Strategy, the National Children’s Strategy, and New Connections, the Government’s strategy to realise the

potential of the Information Society.

Strategic framework for the
implementation of the Department’s
Action Plan, “A Blueprint for the
Future of ICT in Irish Education”, to
develop, oversee and monitor a
number of policy initiatives towards
further progress on the integration of
ICT into first and second level schools

• Implementation of the Department’s
strategy on ICT Infrastructure 

• Teacher Skills - monitoring of the
extent and effectiveness of ICT
training delivery

• Development and delivery of new
innovative projects in ICT

• Development of ScoilNet web-site
into an education portal

• ICT curricular development in
conjunction with the NCCA

• National census on the use of ICT in
schools at first and second levels

• Delivery of Internet connectivity to
schools

• Progress in meeting agreed targets on
pupil/computer ratios and on teachers
trained

• Delivery of online resources to schools
through the National Centre for
Technology in Education by end 2003,
commencing with relaunch of
ScoilNet

• Delivery through NCCA of teacher
guidelines on ICT and the curriculum
in schools by mid-2004 

• Schools connected to the Internet

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 3.3: 

We will contribute to the development of education in Ireland through co-operation and

decision making in the European Union, international organisations and bilaterally and

through participation in programmes and initiatives in the education, scientific and

training areas assisted by the European Union and other international organisations.

The Department plays an active role in a variety of European Union (EU) interventions in the fields of education and

training, both at the level of the development of strategic policy and at programme management level. At

national level, the Department is responsible for ensuring the implementation of EU education and training

programmes in Ireland. The Department is also actively involved with a wide range of international agencies,

including OECD, UNESCO and the Council of Europe and, bilaterally, with a large number of individual countries.

This objective reflects our commitment to the EU “concrete future objectives of education and training

systems” process. This objective supports Government policy measures outlined in the Agreed Programme for

Government and Sustaining Progress.
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Contribute to and influence the
formulation of EU policy in education
and training through the EU Council
and other EU committees and the
Council of Education Ministers and
prepare to lead this process effectively
when Ireland holds the EU Presidency
for the first half of 2004

Promote the European dimension in
education and contribute to the
improvement of the quality of
education by promoting participation
in EU-funded education and training
programmes

• Initiatives at European level, which
facilitate implementation of best
practice in Ireland and the creation
of a European area of educational
excellence

• Development and implementation of
programmes in a way which is of
benefit to our national education
and training systems

• Implementation of the Socrates and
Leonardo da Vinci Programmes by
the National Agencies in Ireland

• Success of the 2004 Irish education
presidency 

• Completion of interim report on
“future objectives of education and
training” under the Irish Presidency
in 2004

• Level of promotion of and
monitoring of “future objectives”
implementation in Ireland

• Level of increase in EU programme
awareness and participation in
Ireland

• Extent to which initiatives address
Irish needs

• Effectiveness of national agencies in
implementing EU programmes in
Ireland

• Level of impact on EU Commission
management and advisory
committees

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 3.4: 

We will contribute to maintaining international competitiveness by developing Ireland

as a leading knowledge-based economy.

The development of science and technology education at all levels in education and, in particular, the up-take of

science subjects at second level has received particular attention in recent years. A Task Force on the Physical

Sciences was established in 2000 to examine all matters impacting on the uptake of the physical sciences and

related subjects at both second and third level. The Task Force reported in March 2002, identifying six action areas:

Planning and Resources; Equity, Teaching and Learning; Curriculum and Assessment; Promotion of Science;

Transition and Integration into third level. This objective supports Government policy measures outlined in the

Agreed Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress, the National Development Plan and New

Connections, the Government’s strategy to realise the potential of the Information Society.

Promote Ireland as a centre for
international excellence in education

• Implementation of education and
culture agreements with other
countries 

• Provision of support for the
International Education Board of
Ireland and the Advisory Council for
English Language Schools

• Increased number of foreign
students studying in Ireland

• Progress on development of a
coherent policy to promote Ireland as
a centre of educational excellence

• Number of scholarships, summer
schools, professor and education
expert exchanges

• Level of increase in the number of
foreign students studying in Ireland

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Implement the recommendations of
the Task Force on the Physical
Sciences

• Increase in the uptake of the
physical sciences and related subjects
at both second and third level

• Availability of increased numbers to
meet skills needs in science related
areas of the economy

• Degree of progress on implementing
the Task Force recommendations

• Level of increase in students taking
science subjects at second and third
levels

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 4.1: 

We will work to improve the quality of education provision through regular inspection,

evaluation and planning.

Section 13 of the Education Act, 1998 outlines the Department’s responsibility in relation to the evaluation of

education. While school-based evaluation has differed as between primary and second-level schools and between

the different sectors at second level, the development of a common and consistent cross-sectoral approach has

been pursued in recent years, particularly in the area of Whole School Evaluation. In addition, School Development

Planning (SDP) is an important element of the modernisation programme in the education sector at first and

second levels. This objective reflects our commitment to the EU “concrete future objectives of education and

training systems” process. This objective supports Government policy measures outlined in the Agreed

Programme for Government and Sustaining Progress.

5 Improving Standards and Quality

Operation of a programme of
inspection in schools and centres for
education

Monitoring and evaluation of
particular aspects of provision

Review of the use of the Irish
language

• School reports, General inspection
reports, Subject inspection reports,
teacher inspection reports and Whole
School Evaluation reports

• Reports on other forms of school and
out-of-school provision

• Preparation of composite inspection
reports at primary and post primary
levels

• Reports on particular programmes or
aspects of provision agreed annually
on the basis of Departmental priorities

• A report on the needs of
Gaelscoileanna and Gaeltacht schools
will be prepared

• The standard and status of Irish in
schools will be evaluated and
reported on

• Timely delivery of all reports in
accordance with annual targets

• Identification of areas for
development and improvement in the
work of schools, including teaching
and learning, curriculum,
management and planning

• Availability to schools and teachers of
guidelines on best practice

• Policy initiatives arising from
inspection activity

• Policy initiatives arising from
monitoring and evaluation activity

• Delivery of both reports by end 2004

• Initiation of discussions on policy
initiatives with relevant bodies and
interested parties by mid-2005

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 4.2: 

We will support the development and implementation of a national framework of

qualifications as provided for under the Qualifications (Education and Training) Act,

1999 and the co-ordination of the recognition of qualifications.

The Qualifications (Education and Training) Act, 1999 provides for the establishment of the national framework of

qualifications through which all learning achievements may be measured and related to each other. It also

promotes quality within the higher and further education and training areas and aims for the promotion of access,

transfer and progression for learners. Some activities under this objective receive support under the Community

Support Framework. This objective supports Government policy measures outlined in the National Development

Plan.
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Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Monitor and evaluate implementation
of the Education Act and other
relevant Acts and Departmental
regulations generally 

Provide a regional support service to
work with primary and post primary
schools on the implementation of
Social Development Planning (SDP)

• Information on the level of
compliance with the requirements of
relevant Acts and Departmental
regulations

• Strategies to address issues relating to
non-compliance

• Each school will have a school plan in
accordance with the requirements of
the Education Act

• Reporting templates on SDP included
in school inspection instruments

• The degree of compliance with the
requirements of relevant Acts and
Department regulations

• The degree of compliance with the
requirements of the Education Act 

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Promote the development and
implementation of the national
framework of qualifications as
provided for in the Qualifications
(Education and Training) Act, 1999

• Progress in development of the
national framework

• Number of students receiving
certification under the NQAI
framework

• Number of students receiving
certification under FETAC and HETAC

• National framework of qualifications 

• Performance of their statutory
functions by the National
Qualifications Authority of Ireland
(NQAI), the Further Education and
Training Awards Council (FETAC) and
the Higher Education and Training
Awards Council (HETAC)
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Objective 4.3:

We will work to support excellence in the quality of academic teaching and learning in

higher education. 

The Universities Act (1997) obliges universities to engage in processes of self-evaluation within their various

departments, accompanied by peer reviews. The Higher Education Authority (HEA) has a remit under the Act to

ensure that such quality assurance procedures are in place in the universities. Outside of the university sector, the

NQAI in partnership with FETAC and HETAC is responsible for setting standards for accreditation. This objective

supports Government policy measures outlined in the Agreed Programme for Government and Sustaining

Progress.

Objective 4.4: 

We will promote teaching as a profession and maintain and improve the quality of

teaching by the establishment of a Teaching Council.

The Department will establish a Teaching Council under the Teaching Council Act, 2001 for the purpose of

promoting teaching as a profession and maintaining and improving the quality of teaching. This objective reflects

our commitment to the EU “concrete future objectives of education and training systems” process. This

objective supports Government policy measures outlined in Sustaining Progress.

Establish a Teaching Council under
the Teaching Council Act, 2001

• The Teaching Council will be
operational

• The Council will carry out functions
attributed to it under the 2001 Act.

• Regulations put in place to govern
the election of teacher members by
end 2003

• Conclusion of teacher elections and
appointment of members to the
Council by early 2004

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

Maintain and improve the quality of
academic teaching and learning at
undergraduate level, examine the role
of funding in supporting excellence in
undergraduate programmes and
consider procedures for rewarding
outstanding performance by
departments, faculties and institutions

• Establishment of an Expert Group to
review the role of funding in
supporting excellence and to make
recommendations on protecting and
improving the quality of academic
learning and teaching

• Completion and successful
implementation of the
recommendations of the review by
the HEA by mid-2004

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 4.5: 

We will contribute, in the context of the Good Friday Agreement, to the development of

North/South co-operation and common action in the field of education and to the

development of co-operation with relevant Departments in England, Scotland, Wales

and the United States.

The Department is responsible for the development of co-operation and common action in the field of education

between both parts of the island of Ireland, in the context of the Good Friday Agreement. This co-operation is

taken forward through the North/South Ministerial Council (NSMC) and, within that framework, common policies

in the designated areas of special educational needs, educational underachievement, teacher mobility and school,

youth and teacher exchanges will be developed. This co-operation has the potential to improve the quality of

education provision in both parts of the island. This objective supports Government policy measures outlined in the

Agreed Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress and the National Development Plan.
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Develop, within the framework of the
North/South Ministerial Council,
common policies in the designated
areas of special educational needs,
educational underachievement,
teacher mobility and school, youth
and teacher exchanges

Identify and promote the
Department’s priorities in the
allocation of assistance under relevant
EU programmes for North/South Co-
operation 

• Extent to which co-operation
contributes to improving the quality
of education provision

• Effective progress and timely
establishment of exchange agency by
early 2004 and of North/South Centre
of Excellence by end 2004

• Successful launch and co-
administration of initiatives with
Departments in the North

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies

• Improved quality of education
provision in both parts of the island 

• Establishment of a joint delivery
agency to manage and facilitate
exchange

• Establishment of an all-island Centre
of Excellence for Autism

• Participation in EU programmes such
as Peace and Interreg
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Objective 4.6: 

We will plan for and provide suitable cost-effective accommodation to underpin the

delivery of quality education.

The Department is responsible for the planning and provision of accommodation, furniture and equipment to

support the delivery of quality education. This includes the building of new schools and the extension and

refurbishment of existing school accommodation. This objective supports Government policy measures outlined in

the Agreed Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress and the National Development Plan.

Detailed planning for the provision of
accommodation needs at first and
second level

Use financial allocations to provide
new or additional accommodation
and to modernise existing
accommodation

Implement safety programmes for
radon, asbestos and dust extraction in
schools

Develop further systems and
procedures for the delivery of school
building projects in a more effective
and efficient manner, involving
increased devolution to and
empowerment of school authorities

Develop variations of the Public
Private Partnership (PPP) model that
are appropriate to the Irish education
system

• Pupil projections for new accommodation

• Optimal use of existing provision
involving rationalisation as appropriate 

• Delivery of enhanced educational
provision 

• Annual publication of a programme
of works

• Implementation of the published
programme 

• Ongoing safety programmes for
radon, asbestos and dust extraction in
all affected schools

• Introduction of new and refined
procedures

• Increased use of IT, particularly web-
based technologies, to assist the
effective management of the building
programme and to improve public
access to information 

• New perspectives on school and
college design

• Better usage of school/college
buildings outside of school hours

• Project start-ups beyond the level
possible under an exclusively direct
exchequer-funded model

• Timely anticipation of need

• Evaluation of the validity of pupil
projections

• Assess the value for money obtained
against standards set including area
norms, room layouts and cost limits

• Number of planned projects progressed
through architectural planning

• Number of planned projects under
construction

• Evaluation of quality of completed
projects

• Percentage of schools where safety
programmes have been completed

• Improved systems and procedures for
the delivery of school building
projects 

• Satisfaction of interested parties with
improved information systems

• Number of new PPP projects

• Service levels being provided by the
operators within PPP schools and
colleges

• Evaluation of the first pilot PPP
programme

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 5.1: 

We will create a greater capacity within the Department to concentrate on our core

functions, especially that of strategic planning.

Following the review of the operations, systems and staffing of the Department detailed in the Cromien Report, a

Government Decision in June 2001 provided for the implementation of the report’s recommendations. The

Department is engaging with interested parties to ensure that the Government Decision on these major structural

reforms will be implemented in a way that achieves the most effective delivery of education services.

6 Developing our Capacity to Deliver

Implement the agreed Programme of
Structural Reform and assist
managers and staff to deliver high
quality services by ensuring that
organisation structures and processes
are effective

• The establishment of a State
Examinations Commission

• The establishment of a National
Council for Special Education

• The establishment of a Directorate of
Regional Services within the
Department, along with 10 regional
offices throughout the country

• Focus on structures, processes and
systems and on the relationship
between the Department and
education providers

• Transfer of responsibility for
Institutes of Technology to the
Higher Education Authority

• Reform of a range of administrative
processes to include central funding
mechanisms for schools, payroll
integration, delegation of more
responsibility to schools and
development of a modern records
management system

• Formal vesting of the Commission-
March 2003 

• Commission taking responsibility for
the 2003 certificate examinations

• The formal vesting of the National
Council for Special Education by
mid-2003

• Regional offices in place phased over
the period late 2003 to mid-2004

• Implementation of new appeals
processes for teacher allocation at
primary level by early 2003

• Introduction of appeals procedures
for teacher allocations at post-
primary level for the 2003/04
academic year and for the
recognition of new primary schools
effective from autumn 2003

• Establishment of an integrated
payroll section by early 2003

• Legislation on transfer of the IoTs to
the HEA to be published by end
2003

• Meeting agreed timescale for
individual reforms

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 5.2: 

We will recruit, deploy, develop and support staff to enable them to contribute to their

fullest in a well-managed, performance-driven culture and in an open and positive

working environment.

The successful implementation of organisational change, and of the strategies outlined in this statement, are

critically dependent on the commitment, knowledge, skills and competencies of the staff of the Department. The

recruitment and deployment of an adequate level of staffing resources and the enhancement of the capability of

staff in line with changing demands are key objectives of the Department’s human resources management policies.

This objective also supports Government policy measures outlined in Sustaining Progress.
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Continuously improve staff planning,
recruitment, appointment and
placement processes in line with
changing demands 

Develop and expand training and
development options for all staff, in
line with business needs and career
aspirations, including developing
appropriate skills in the Human
Resources area 

Provide and maintain accommodation
and other services for staff, and
ensure compliance with health and
safety requirements

• Employees who are committed to
the organisation and capable of
delivering a quality service 

• Appropriate deployment of staff
linking individual attributes to
requirements

• A comprehensive programme of
training interventions aimed at
ensuring that each person who
works in the Department can
develop to his/her maximum
potential

• Ongoing delivery of improved
accommodation and services,
including to the new structures to be
established under the Programme of
Structural Reform

• Review of compliance with health
and safety legislation through the
preparation of a revised safety
statement

• Extent to which individual business
units have the capacity to deliver an
efficient and effective service to the
Department’s customers

• Range and content of training
programmes

• Relevance of programmes and
options to individual and
organisational needs

• Number of training days

• Number of staff trained

• Rate of uptake on training
opportunities offered

• Percentage of payroll allocated to
training and development

• Level of improvement in working
environment for staff of the
Department

• Preparation of revised Safety
Statement by late 2003 

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Improve Human Resource
Management (HRM) systems within
the framework of the civil service
modernisation programme by
embedding Performance
Management and Development
System (PMDS), developing a strategy
for HRM and implementing the new
HRM IT system (HRMS)

Develop a gender equality policy
within the overall HRM policy and
within the context of overall Civil
Service policy

Achieve the 3% quota for the
employment of people with
disabilities in the Civil Service

• Full implementation of PMDS
throughout the Department

• Further devolution of HR functions
to line managers

• Improved information management
in HR area

• Enhanced support for line managers
in dealing with HR issues

• Equality of opportunity in
recruitment, appointment,
deployment and training of staff 

• Continuing to achieve and improve
on the 3% target set out in
Sustaining Progress

•  Interim and annual Performance
Management Reviews and follow-up
action

• Publication of an integrated HRM
strategy for the Department,
incorporating policies on gender
equality and diversity by late 2003

•  Level of devolution of HR functions
to line managers

• Extent of implementation of HRMS

• Level of progress towards
achievement of gender balance in
higher grades 

• Meeting or exceeding the targets for
the employment of people with
disabilities

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 5.3: 

We will support managers and staff in effectively delivering high quality services within

a strategic and value-for-money framework. 

The Department will co-ordinate and support the implementation of the modernisation programme for the public

sector in accordance with the Strategic Management Initiative and Sustaining Progress. This includes promoting a

customer service culture and assisting managers in delivering quality customer service. This objective supports

Government policy measures outlined in Sustaining Progress and under the Strategic Management Initiative.
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Support the implementation of the
modernisation programme for the
public sector, including bodies under
the aegis of the Department

Promote a quality customer service
(QCS) culture

Improve both internal and external
communications 

• Department’s Business Plan

• Annual Report

• Partnership structures with a defined
programme of work

• Implementation of the modernisation
programme by bodies under the aegis
of the Department

• Implementation of the QCS Action Plan
through QCS network in Department 

• Evaluation systems developed within
the Department for assessing
customer service delivery

• Directory of services published for staff 

• Formal QCS complaints procedure
initiated

• QCS principles extended to all bodies
under the aegis of the Department

• QCS is embedded in all processes,
e.g., Business Planning 

• Internal Communication Good Practice
Guide and Action Plan published

• Systems to ensure that information is
easily accessible in place 

• Key Service Standards for
communication set in the 

• QCS Action Plan 2001 – 2004 achieved

• Timely completion of Section and
Departmental business plans 

• Annual report produced for each year

• Development of the Partnership process

• Progress in the implementation of the
modernisation process by bodies
under the aegis of the Department

• Baseline evaluation of current QCS
standards completed by mid 2003

• Complaints procedure to be initiated
on completion of the baseline survey

• Directory of services available by end
of 2002

• QCS included in business planning
process, PMDS and training
programmes for staff by mid-2003

• Internal Communications Good
Practice Guide and Action Plan
available by the end of 2002

• Development of internet and intranet
sites by early 2003

• Level of compliance with Key Service
Standards 

• Internal Telephone Directory updated
regularly from early 2003

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 5.4: 

We will provide IT services within our organisation, which support policy formulation,

policy evaluation and modern, effective service delivery to our clients. 

Information Technology (IT) services are critical to the efficient and effective discharge of the Department’s

functions. We are particularly committed to the future development of e-Government services, having introduced

an online examination results service in 2001. We intend to considerably expand interactive web-based services

during the period covered by this statement. This objective reflects our commitment to the EU “concrete future

objectives of education and training systems” process and some activities receive support under the

Community Support Framework. This objective supports Government policy measures outlined in the Agreed

Programme for Government, Sustaining Progress, the National Developement Plan and New Connections,

the Government’s strategy to realise the potential of the Information Society.

Operate, maintain, support, and
enhance existing IT services 

Implement the Education Services
Interactive (ESI) Project, which will put
in place a portal web-site to act as a
“one-stop shop” for the secure
delivery of interactive e-Government
services to schools, centres of
education and other key client groups 

Implement new IT systems for
financial and personnel management
in the Department, in line with the
Strategic Management Initiative and
the Public Sector Modernisation
Programme

• IT Network and operational services
for Department staff

• Improvements to above services

• New & enhanced IT applications e.g.
to streamline teacher payroll and
personnel systems and improve IT
systems in the Planning & Building
Unit

• An On-Line Claims System (OLCS) to
support the processing of claims for
payment for substitute teachers and
other part-time employees

• A Further Education Management
Information System (FEMIS) 

• An online national database of adult
learning opportunities

• Other online services 

• A new Financial Management
System supporting improved
financial planning and control within
the Department 

• A new Personnel System supporting
improved Human Resource practices

• Extent of “down-time” on core IT
services

• Implementation of improved remote
access and Intranet services by mid-
2003

• Enhancement in IT services in
teacher payroll, Planning, Building
and other areas

• Timely and effective implementation
of the Project to commence late
2003

• Number of schools and centres of
education using the new services

• Extent to which Project reduces the
burden of administration and
paperwork both in schools/centres
and the Department

• Timely and effective project
implementation by end 2003

• Level of improvement in financial
and HR management processes and
in access to related information 

• Quality and accuracy of information
produced by the new systems

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 5.5: 

We will provide a range of financial functions and supports to underpin improved

financial management in the provision of education services, including monitoring and

reporting on progress in relation to educational measures that are part-financed by the

European Union, which are incorporated in the National  Development Plan for

2000–2006.

The Department provides a range of financial functions and support services which underpin the provision of

education services and contribute to the achievement of our overall objectives. The National Developement

Plan includes provision of €6.7 billion for the education sector and the European Community Support Framework

for Ireland 2000–2006 makes provision for over €457 million in Structural Funds for measures in the education

sector.
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Operate an appropriate accounting
framework and
financial/management/control system 

Prepare and negotiate Estimates and
Supplementary Estimates in
accordance with resource allocation
priorities

Amalgamate the four existing
education Votes into a single
consolidated Vote with the
cooperation of the Department of
Finance

Prepare and implement an internal
audit plan

Develop superannuation policy for
retired teachers, lecturers and other
education sector staff 

Support the delivery of education
services by ensuring maximum
allocation and drawdown of
assistance from the European
Structural Funds and optimising its
use

• Annual Appropriation Accounts 

• Daily and monthly financial records 

• Annual Education Estimates and
financial statistics

• Single Vote for all education services

• Audits completed and reported on

• Amendments to superannuation
provisions

• Drawdown of financial assistance for
education services from the
Community Support Framework 

• Deadline related – daily and monthly
deadlines with PMG/Department of
Finance

• Adherence to time scales/deadlines -
quality and accuracy of information

• Achievement of a single Vote before
the end of 2003

• Timeliness and quality of audit reports

• Action taken on foot of
recommendations

• Circulars issued in good time

• Removal of anomalies

• Maximum drawdown of allocation
from the ESF and ERDF over the life
of the NDP and by the EU deadlines

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 5.6: 

We will promote good industrial relations practice throughout the education sector and

encourage and support the modernisation of the sector through a partnership process.

The Department provides an industrial relations framework at national level to manage industrial relations in the

wider education sector. We also support the modernisation of the sector through a partnership process. This

objective supports Government policy measures outlined in Sustaining Progress and, in particular, Government

public pay policy.

Co-ordinate and manage industrial
relations with groups and unions in
the education sector through agreed
processes and structures

Promote and foster modernisation
and the development of partnership
structures in all publicly-funded
education institutions

• Good industrial relations

• Agreements on pay and conditions
within public service norms

• Sanctioned salary scales

• Modernisation programme

• Establishment of partnership
arrangements in institutions
throughout the education sector

• Minimal industrial action

• Settlements within pay policy
guidelines

• Resolution of issues through agreed
industrial relations processes

• Successful operation of partnership
arrangements

• Level of implementation of the
modernisation programme in the
sector

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Objective 5.7: 

We will support improved administration and forward planning by developing policy

and legislative proposals and by collecting and analysing relevant education statistics.

In developing policy, the Department has regard for the Constitutional and legal environment in which the

education system operates and ensures that the requirements of that environment are accommodated in the

overall policy framework. Accurate and timely production of education statistics is vital for the administration of

the system and in planning for future provision in education. 
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Review policy proposals, in particular
those requiring legislation, with a
view to resolving any constitutional or
legal issues

Preparation of primary and secondary
legislation

Preparation of macro-analyses of
spending on education and the
setting of broad priorities for future
resource allocation

Respond to requests for information
under the FOI Act

Produce comprehensive details of
enrolment at all levels of the
education system

Continually improve the policy-
relevance and coverage of education
statistics

Participate in the development of
comparative international data and
indicators

• Accurate and appropriate responses
to critical issues

• Research, consultation and briefing
on enactment of legislation

• Provision and delivery of report to the
Management Advisory Committee

• Relevant information provided to
meet requests under the Act

• Annual Statistical Report

• Time-series leaflet on Key Education
Statistics

• Enrolment Projections 

• Audit of the Department’s data
needs

• Gender disaggregated education
statistics

• OECD, EU and UNESCO publications

• The consistency of policies with legal
and constitutional requirements

• Timely completion of Heads of Bills

• Timely and accurate provision of
material to Management Advisory
Committee

• Provision of information within
timescale outlined in the Act

• Accurate and timely production of
Annual Statistical Report, Key
Education Statistics and enrolment
projections

• Production of audit and completion
of publication on gender
disaggregated statistics in 2003

• Accurate and timely production and
delivery of required Irish data 

Performance IndicatorsOutputsStrategies
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Who are our Clients?
Everyone in Ireland has a direct or indirect involvement with education at some point in their lives. This may be as

a student, a parent, a teacher, an employer, an employee or as a member of the community. Many people also

participate in parent associations, school boards of management, governing bodies of third-level institutions,

Vocational Education Committees (VECs) or other bodies involved in the development and delivery of education-

related services.

Although the Department is involved in providing a comprehensive range of services for over one million students,

most students’ dealings are with the direct providers of these services - schools, colleges and universities. However,

the Department does have a substantial range of individual contact with students and other learners, teachers,

parents and school owners. These include some 130,000 students who annually take the State Certificate

Examinations and some 44,000 teachers who, although not employees of the Department, receive their salary

payments directly from us.

Most of our contact is with the groups and associations that represent the many interests active in education. These

include bodies that advise the Department and organisations and interest groups with a specific interest in

education. These groups include the bodies that represent school management, teacher and parent interests - the

“Partners in Education”. Government, members of the Oireachtas and the Social Partners are also important client

groups for the Department.

Our staff, as internal customers, exchange a wide range of services on a daily basis within the Department. We are

committed to ensuring that our staff, as internal customers, are fully supported and equipped to carry out their

functions.

Meeting Our Clients’ Needs
Learners, parents, educators and others rightly demand high standards of service, greater accountability and quality

planning to meet future educational needs. Rapid economic and social changes have heightened public awareness

of educational standards, while providers of education have to deal with an increasingly complex and diverse

environment accompanied by increased pressure on resources.

In pursuit of its mission and high-level objectives, the Department is committed to delivering quality services that

meet the needs of our customers and clients, particularly learners, at all levels. This commitment is reflected in the

performance management process, where quality customer service is identified as a core competency for all our

staff.

It is also fully in line with the central objective of the modernisation process in the public sector - the achievement

of an excellent service for the Government and for the public, as customers and clients.

The Department is continuing to make progress in all aspects of customer service delivery. We now provide a wide

range of information leaflets on our various services. Our Internet site, which has recently been totally redeveloped,

has a significant databank of information for school authorities, teachers, parents and pupils. Telephone services

have been improved, with a Direct Dial Inwards (DDI) system in place in all sections/units of the Department.

Reception facilities have been improved in our offices, with a special emphasis on providing wheelchair access.

7 Focusing on the Needs of our Clients
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Providing a Quality Service
The Department carries out a wide range of functions and activities. In order to develop a relevant Customer

Service Action Plan, as well as raising the awareness of staff of quality customer service standards we had

widespread consultations and inputs from staff across the Department. Our Customer Service Action Plan 2001-

2004 is based on an inclusive, individual service-focused approach by developing customer service plans at

section/unit level. It provides a means to evaluate and develop services and activities in line with the Quality

Customer Service Principles adopted by the Government in July 2000. This system underpins a coordinated approach

to the development of customer services in the Department and will ensure that the principles are adopted at the

point of service.

The Department will set up systems to measure and evaluate its standards of service provision. We are committed

to building on the continuing evaluation of all our services, to ensure the provision of a relevant, quality service to

all our customers. The involvement of our staff is central to the Department’s policy of making improvements in

the standard of service. We will continue to consult with our staff directly, and through the Quality Customer

Service Liaison Network and the Partnership Committee.

We will ensure the effective development and implementation of emerging policy and legislation in partnership with

parents, teachers and school management, with a view to promoting access, quality, efficiency and accountability

in education. We will also extend and develop our consultation with customers on the delivery of our services

through the use of focus groups.

Making the Best use of Technology
An ambitious programme of technology-based developments is being pursued with the aim of ensuring that we

make the best possible use of Information and Communications Technologies (ICTs), particularly Internet

technologies, in delivering services to our customers. As part of this programme, secure web-based access to Leaving

and Junior Certificate Examination results was implemented with effect from the 2001 State Examinations and

further extended in 2002.

We have also completely redeveloped the Department’s website. The new site has a greatly improved layout, aimed

at providing comprehensive information on all the Department’s services. Search facilities have been improved and

information organised to ensure easier access for our customer groups. Future services will include:

• An online claims system to support the processing of claims for payment for substitute teachers and other part

time employees.

• A further education management information system to support the online capture and processing of data on

further education programme participants.

• An online national database of adult learning opportunities.

• Online services on teacher payroll and personnel matters.

• Online services for retired teachers on payroll matters.

• Online services on new databases to be put in place in the Planning and Building Units.
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We will continue to take a pro-active approach to involvement in e-Government initiatives and maintain a strong

involvement, in partnership with REACH (the agency developing an electronic gateway for accessing Government

Services), in the implementation of the Public Services Broker. In addition, we are continuing to work with the

Government's frontline website for Public Service information through involvement with the OASIS Project.

Clarifying the Rules – Better Regulation
Many of the operations of the Department have no legislative basis. The rules governing these operations are

administrative rules set out in Circulars issued by the Department. In many cases these rules have been updated from

time to time and agreed with the Partners in Education. However, because they do not have force of law, these rules

are often regarded more as guidelines, rather than rules designed to ensure that the resources available through the

Department are allocated effectively and fairly. This leads to a considerable level of demand from customers - parents,

schools and others - to treat their cases as exceptional and to deal with them outside of the terms of the relevant

Circulars. The situation is made more difficult as, in many areas, there is no independent body to which a dissatisfied

client can appeal against a decision of the Department.

A key theme of the Government’s Strategic Management Initiative is the reduction of “red tape”, or regulatory

reform. The underlying assumption is that, in most cases, regulatory reform will entail a reduction in regulation by

Government Departments. However, in dealing with regulatory reform, our focus is to introduce regulation, including

independent appeals procedures, in order to promote clarity as to entitlement to resources, to make the allocation

of resources as transparent as possible and to ensure that clients who are dissatisfied with a decision taken by the

Department on the allocation of resources have recourse to appeal that decision to a body independent of the

Department.

The Cromien Report recommended giving the arrangements for allocating teaching staff legislative status by

incorporating them into a Statutory Instrument under Section 33 of the Education Act, 1998. To deal with cases of

genuine staffing difficulty, it was also recommended that a formal appeals procedure should operate independently

of the Department to consider any special factors given by a school for an increase in its staffing allocation.

The independent appeals structure has been established at Primary level. Arrangements are being made to have the

system for allocating mainstream teaching staff to primary schools incorporated into a Statutory Instrument. At Post

Primary level an expert group has examined future options in relation to teacher allocation. In line both with the

recommendations of this group and of the Cromien Report, an independent appeals mechanism in respect of teacher

allocations will be in place to deal with the Post Primary allocations for the 2003/04 school year and thereafter. 

The School Transport Scheme is also a non-statutory scheme, without an independent appeals mechanism. The

Cromien Report has also recommended putting this on a statutory basis and providing an independent appeals

mechanism. It may be necessary to amend existing legislation in order to use a Statutory Instrument to regulate the

School Transport Scheme. We are currently developing an independent appeals mechanism.

A revised application procedure for new primary schools seeking official recognition has been put in place. This

procedure is based on the recommendations of the Commission on School Accommodation and applies to schools

intending to commence operations from 1st September 2003 onwards. We are making arrangements at present to

facilitate appeals to an independent body by any applicant school that is dissatisfied with the Minister’s decision on

their application.
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The Department contributes to a number of interdepartmental structures that have been put in place to ensure a

coordinated approach to the delivery of policies developed by the Government. These policies address issues of

national strategic importance and include the National Development Plan 2000-2006, Sustaining Progress - the

social partnership agreement 2003-2005, the National Anti-Poverty Strategy, the National Children’s Strategy, the

National Health Strategy, the Information Society Strategy, the National Spatial Strategy and strategies relating to

the Lisbon agenda and the Convention on the Future of Europe. The Department’s contribution to these strategies

has been outlined under each of its objectives in Chapters 2 to 6.

Likewise, the achievement of many of the Department’s goals and objectives outlined in this Strategy Statement is

critically dependant on a “whole of Government” approach, involving a significant degree of cross-departmental

cooperation.

Educational Disadvantage
The Department’s approach to tackling educational disadvantage is progressed within the overall Government

cross-departmental framework for promoting social inclusion viz., the Cabinet Committee on Social Inclusion, the

Senior Officials Group, the National Anti-Poverty Strategy, the National Drugs Strategy, RAPID and a number of

other cross-sectoral forums, including the Educational Disadvantage Committee, dealing with specific aspects of

social inclusion. A major examination by the Educational Disadvantage Committee of the way in which support

is provided to combat educational disadvantage will commence in early 2003 and will also involve cross-sectoral

and interdepartmental consultation.

Special Educational Needs
The provision of appropriate education services to children and adults with special educational needs crucially

involves close co-operation and co-ordination of activities between education and health authorities. The health

boards play a key role in providing support services such as the delivery of various therapies and also because

children and others with disabilities often reside in health board facilities or attend day care services. The

Education for Persons with Disabilities Bill, to be published in mid-2003, is intended to enhance coordination in this

area and will require ongoing and intensified collaboration between the Departments of Education and Science

and Health and Children.

Child Protection
The Department of Education and Science is considering policy proposals to provide greater protection to children

in schools by way of a Register of persons considered unsafe to work with children. This follows on from the

Report of the Joint Working Group on Child Protection, which operates under the education sector of the

North/South Ministerial Council. In order to ensure that the system is an effective mechanism for the protection

of children in school, it is necessary to ensure that, as far as practicable, the system in place in this jurisdiction is

consistent with the measures in place, or currently proposed, in Northern Ireland, England, Wales, and Scotland.

In developing proposals by mid-2003, close coordination and cooperation will take place with the Departments of

Health and Children, and Justice, Equality and Law Reform, in this State, as well as the relevant Departments and

appropriate authorities in Northern Ireland and Great Britain.

Early Childhood Education
The Department works closely with a number of other Departments which are involved in the provision of early

education or childcare services. These include the Departments of Health and Children, Justice, Equality and Law

Reform and Environment and Local Government.

8 Contributing to Cross-Departmental 
Strategies
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Lifelong Learning
The Department is working with a number of other Departments and the Social Partners in taking forward actions

to support strategies for Lifelong Learning under the National Development Plan, the White Paper on Adult

Education and the recent Task Force on Lifelong Learning, which was led by the Department of Enterprise, Trade

and Employment. 

Student Support
In early 2002, the Department undertook a review of the Special Rates of Student Maintenance Grant, which was

introduced with effect from the 2000/2001 academic year. The review necessitated expertise in relation to social

welfare supports and this was provided by the Department of Social & Family Affairs, which also participated in the

review team.

Youth Services
The Department is the lead Government Department with responsibility for the National Youth Work Advisory

Committee, a statutory committee established under the Youth Work Act, 2001. It brings together a wide range

of representatives from the statutory and voluntary sectors, including several Government Departments, for the

purpose of providing advice to the Minister of State with responsibility for youth affairs on youth work policy and

services.

Future Skills Needs
In relation to higher education, the Department works closely with the Department of Enterprise, Trade and

Employment and its agencies, including Forfás and FÁS, in identifying and meeting the future skills needs of the

economy in the context of the work of the Expert Group on Future Skills Needs. Similar arrangements are in place

with the Department of Health and Children and its partner agencies in relation to meeting future skills needs in

the health area.

Research and Development
In the area of research, an overarching policy framework for research and technological development is shortly due

to be recommended to Government by the Tánaiste. The Department will continue to work closely with the

Department of the Taoiseach, the Department of Finance and other Government Departments that invest in

research, including Enterprise, Trade and Employment; Agriculture and Food; Communications, Marine and Natural

Resources; Environment and Local Government; Health and Children, within the overarching policy framework that

is agreed.

Health Education
The Department liaises closely with the Department of Health and Children and the Health Boards in relation to a

number of health education and promotion strategies. These include the programme of Social, Personal and

Health Education (SPHE) in schools, the Strategic Task Force on Alcohol, the Heart Health Task Force and the

National Youth Health Programme. The Department is committed to contributing to sustaining and improving

health status in line with the National Health Strategy, “Quality and Fairness”.
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Public Procurement
Arising from the Department’s very substantial involvement in the schools and third level building programmes, it

is represented on the Government Contracts Committee, which is chaired by the Department of Finance and

includes representation from the Department of the Environment and Local Government, the Department of

Health and Children, the Department of Defence, the Government Supplies Agency and the Office of Public Works.

The function of the committee is to ensure that all Government contracts are placed in accordance with the public

procurement guidelines and that there is fair and open competition.

e-Government
From an Information Technology perspective, the Department will continue to take a pro-active approach to

involvement in cross-departmental e-Government initiatives, including e-Procurement, e-Cabinet and e-Legislation.

The Department will also continue to participate fully in the development of standards for electronic document

exchange between Departments and agencies. It will maintain a strong involvement, in partnership with REACH

(the agency responsible for the provision of an electronic gateway for citizens accessing Government Services), in

the implementation of the Public Services Broker, and in the integration of this Broker with the Department’s own

e-Government projects. In addition, we will continue to work in partnership with the OASIS Project in ensuring

the highest standard of relevant information provision on the OASIS website, which is the Government's frontline

website for Public Service information provision for citizens.

North/South Co-operation
The Department works closely with the Department of the Taoiseach, the Department of Foreign Affairs, the

North/South Ministerial Council (NSMC) Joint Secretariat and a range of other Departments in relation to

North/South co-operation issues and, in particular, issues identified for co-operation in the NSMC.

European Union
In relation to the Lisbon agenda, the Department of the Taoiseach has put in place a cross-departmental group

looking at all issues arising from the wide-ranging conclusions of the EU Heads of State and Government (HOSG)

at their summit in Lisbon in Spring 2000. The HOSG set for themselves the strategic goal of making the European

Union “the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world”. Education and training play

a key role in meeting this goal. The Department of Education and Science also takes part in the Interdepartmental

Co-ordination Committee on EU Affairs. Chaired by the Minister of State with special responsibility for European

Affairs, this committee looks at all significant issues arising at European Union level. The Department is also

represented on the interdepartmental group on the Future of Europe which considers, in particular, issues arising

at the Convention on the Future of Europe.

European Community Support Framework
The European Community Support Framework for Ireland 2000–2006 makes provision for over €457 million in

Structural Funds for measures in the education sector. The Department works closely with the Department of

Enterprise, Trade & Employment, which has overall responsibility for the management of the Operational

Programme for Employment & Human Resources Development and the Productive Sector Operational Programme.

With regard to the Border Midlands & Western (BMW) and Southern & Eastern (S&E) Operational Programmes, the

Department liaises with the appropriate Regional Assemblies.
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Changing our Focus 
In June 2000, Mr. Seán Cromien, former Secretary of the Department of Finance, was invited to conduct a review

of the Department’s operations, systems and staffing. The decision to put in place such a review reflected the

serious concern of the Minister, the Secretary General and the Department’s senior management as to the

Department’s ability to continue to do its work efficiently and effectively in the absence of major structural reform.

The review reflected very clearly and starkly the difficulties faced by the Department in delivering quality services

and the absolute need to shift from its overwhelming focus on day-to-day operational matters to a situation where

serious attention could be given to the vital areas of policy development, planning and evaluation.

The Government decided in June 2001 that the recommendations of the Cromien Report should be implemented,

beginning with the establishment of a State Examinations Commission, a National Council for Special Education,

a network of Regional Offices and the transfer of responsibilities relating to the Institutes of Technology to the

Higher Education Authority. The establishment of these new structures is being overseen by a joint

implementation group representative of the Department and the Department of Finance. Chapter 6 outlines in

detail the Department’s strategic approach to the process of reorganisation and structural reform which will, going

forward, have an enormously positive impact on our capacity to deliver on our mission and key goals. 

At the same time and in keeping with the Government’s Strategic Management Initiative, the Department is

continuing to improve its organisational capacity through investment in its staff, supportive human resource

practices and increased and better use of information technologies. Through improved training and development,

improved workplace conditions and organisational practices, consultation with individual staff members and

representative staff associations, the Department is committed to improving job satisfaction, creating a good

working environment and the development of its staff.

Enhancing our Service Provision
The Department is committed to providing its customers with the best service possible within available resources.

A very significant part of the work of the majority of staff in the Department is directed at providing a wide range

of services on a day-to-day basis. Over the period of this Strategy Statement, and during the process of change

outlined above, the Department will continue to maintain and enhance its provision of these services, so that they

are provided in the most effective, efficient, timely and high-quality manner possible. Our customer service

strategy is outlined in detail in Chapter 7, Focusing on the Needs of our Clients.

Working with other Government Departments
The Department will contribute to strengthening linkages between Government Departments and other agencies,

at national and local levels, to improve co-ordination and integration of related Government policies. Our

contribution to cross-departmental strategies is outlined in detail in Chapter 8. 

9 A Changing Organisation
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Strengthening our Analytical Capacity 
The Department is committed to developing a stronger planning capacity, including the analysis of statistics and

indicators of performance of Irish education in both a national and an international context to underpin national

policy formation. In particular, the Department will strengthen its capacity to formulate effective and innovative

policy options in relation to major social, demographic and economic trends.

Strengthening our Capacity to Develop Policy 
A key aim of the Department over the coming three years will be to strengthen the management of knowledge to

enable more effective policy formulation. We are committed to making better use of existing evidence and

research, both national and international, to support policy development and decision-making. This will also

involve proactive and systematic identification of information needs, and management of information flows, in a

way that applies knowledge of best practice to practical policy issues. In particular, we will:

• Strengthen and develop our policy-making structures in order to anticipate and plan for medium and long-term

educational needs

• Ensure that policy formulation will be undertaken in a consistent and coherent manner both within the

Department and across the education system

• Develop a medium-term strategic plan for education research and development that reflects policy priorities

• Locate, analyse and disseminate research relevant to best practice and innovation at all stages of learning

• Develop structures for the promotion and development of education research

• Commission an annual report on State-funded activity in education research and development.

Better Financial Management
The additional demands being made on the Department arising from the increased level of public expenditure on

education and the need for improved financial management information to support the strategic management

process require, as a priority, the development of an integrated financial management system. The new system

will facilitate the full costing of programmes and incorporate indicators and other information relating to the

achievement of our objectives and, as a result, secure better value for money.

Developing our most Important Resource 
The successful implementation of organisational change and of the strategies outlined in this statement are

critically dependent on the commitment, knowledge, skills and competencies of the staff of the Department. The

recruitment and deployment of an adequate number of staff and the provision of relevant training in line with
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changing demands are key objectives of our human resources management (HRM) policies.

To support these objectives, during the period covered by this strategy, we will develop a human resources

management strategy and advance the Performance Management and Development System, which addresses the

management of work performance, career and development needs of staff.

We will also improve and expand training and development options for staff to meet identified needs at all levels

and to assist the integration of new staff into the organisation. We will continue to support and review the work

of the Partnership Committee, which was originally set up under the Partnership 2000 agreed framework for

modernisation and now plays a crucial role in the Department's modernisation programme.
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Appendix A

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE – ORGANISATION OF FUNCTIONS

Chief Inspector

Eamon Stack

Inspectorate Primary 

Administration

Post-Primary

Administration

Further/Adult

Education

Planning &

Building

Higher

Education

Sector 

Central Planning

Unit

Regional Offices

Primary and Post-

Primary Payrolls

Post-Primary

Teachers

International

Relations

External Staff

Relations

Curriculum,
Assessment

and National
Qualifications

Policy

ICT Policy

Special Education Personnel and 

Staff Training

North/South

Co-operation

Finance Unit In-Career

Development

Legal Affairs

Residential

Institutions

Redress Unit

Change

Management/

Structural Reform

Youth Affairs Public/Private

Partnership

School Transport Statistics

Minister’s Office

Minister of State’s

Office

Office of the

Secretary General

Communications

Unit

Pensions Accommodation 

& Services

Student Support NDP/Structural

Funds

Equality

Regional Offices Young Offender

Centres

Teaching Council

Information

Technology

Social Inclusion/

Special Education

2

Asst. Secretary

Peter Baldwin

Asst. Secretary

Pat Burke

Asst. Secretary

Paddy McDonagh

Asst. Secretary

Martin Hanevy

Asst. Secretary

Paul Kelly

Director 

Tom Boland

Director 

Frank Wyse

SECRETARY GENERAL

JOHN DENNEHY
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Bodies Under the Aegis of the Department

Advisory Council for English Language Schools

An Chomhairle um Oideachais Gaeltachta agus Gaelscolaíochta

Centre for Early Childhood Development and Education

Commission on School Accommodation Needs

Dublin Institute for Advanced Studies

Further Education & Training Awards Council

Higher Education and Training Awards Council

Higher Education Authority

Institiúid Teangeolaíochta Éireann

Integrated Ireland Language and Training Ltd.

International Education Board of Ireland

Irish Research Council for Science, Engineering and Technology

Irish Research Council for the Humanities and Social Sciences

Léargas – The Exchange Bureau

National Adult Learning Council

National Centre for Technology in Education

National Centre Guidance in Education

National Council for Curriculum and Assessment

National Council for Special Education (on establishment)

National Educational Psychological Service
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National Education Welfare Board

National Qualifications Authority of Ireland

Residential Institution Redress Board

Royal Irish Academy of Music

Royal Irish Academy/Acadamh Ríoga na hÉireann

State Examinations Commission

The President’s Award – Gaisce
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Education Legislation Since 1924

Residential Institutions Redress Act, 2002

Children Act, (Part X only) 2001

Teaching Council Act, 2001

Vocational Education (Amendment) Act, 2001

Youth Work Act, 2001

Commission to Inquire into Child Abuse Act, 2000

Education (Welfare) Act, 2000

Qualifications (Education and Training) Act, 1999

Regional Technical Colleges (Amendment) Act, 1999

Education Act, 1998

George Mitchell Scholarship Fund Act, 1998

Scientific and Technological Education (Investment) Fund (Amendment)Act, 1998

Scientific and Technological Education (Investment) Fund Act, 1997

Universities Act, 1997

Youth Work Act, 1997

Dublin Institute of Technology (Amendment) Act, 1994

Regional Technical Colleges (Amendment) Act, 1994

Dublin Institute of Technology Act, 1992

Local Authorities (Higher Education Grants) Act, 1992

Regional Technical Colleges Act 1992

University of Limerick Dissolution of Thomond College Act, 1991

Teachers Superannuation (Amendment) Act, 1990

Dublin City University Act, 1989

University of Limerick Act, 1989

National Institute for Higher Education, Dublin, Act, 1980

National Institute for Higher Education, Limerick, Act, 1980

Thomond College of Education, Limerick, Act, 1980
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National Council for Educational Awards Act 1979

Local Authorities (Higher Education Grants) Act, 1978

Higher Education Authority Act, 1971

National College of Art and Design Act, 1971

Vocational Education (Amendment) Act, 1970

National University of Ireland Act, 1969

Local Authorities (Higher Education Grants) Act, 1968

Institute for Advanced Studies (Amendment) Act, 1967

School Attendance (Amendment) Act, 1967

Vocational Education (Amendment) Act, 1962

Local Authorities (Education Scholarships) (Amendment) Act, 1961

University College Dublin Act, 1960

Vocational Education (Amendment) Act, 1953

Vocational Education (Amendment) Act, 1950

Vocational Education (Amendment) Act, 1947

Local Authorities (Education Scholarships) Act, 1944

Vocational Education (Amendment) Act, 1944

Vocational Education (Amendment) Act, 1943

Institute for Advanced Studies Act, 1940

University Colleges Act, 1940

School Attendance Act, 1936

University College Dublin Act, 1934

University Education (Agriculture and Dairy Science) Act, 1930

Vocational Education Act, 1930

University College Galway Act, 1929

Teachers Superannuation Act, 1928

School Attendance Act, 1926

University Education (Agriculture and Dairy Science) Act, 1926

Intermediate Education (Amendment) Act, 1924
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